EZPAY Advantage Equipment Configuration Checklist
The EZPAY Advantage application is a separate application from the transaction-based Check/Gift/Loyalty application. It is recommended that the memory of
terminals that will be running Check/Gift/Loyalty with the EZPAY Advantage application be taken into consideration.

EZPAY Advantage 3/6/12 Month
TechTrex
PrimeTrex One
("PAI-Trex One")
Notes:

Yes
PrimeTrex One is an all-in-one terminal, with an in-built imager and capable of dial-up or IP communication
Terminal can only autosettle one application

VeriFone
Omni 3730 / 3730LE / 3740 / 3750

Notes:

EC6004i / EC6005i
EC6004f/EC6005f
EC6014i/EC6014f
EC6011*
EC7011*
EC7014f
* RDM EC6011 and EC7011 have no modem and require the terminal to have an IP connection to upload
3730 model does not support dual comm (IP) and has limited memory
3730LE model does not support dual comm (IP) and is limited to a single application
If integrating credit, debit, check and gift/loyalty, terminal must be 4 MB minimum, preferably 6 MB
Imagers require an analog phone line for the uploading of images unless uploading via IP.
IP or Dual Comm needed if loading an IP Application

Vx510 / Vx510LE / Vx570 / Vx610

Notes:

Vx520 / Vx670

IMPORTANT:

Notes:

(last updated 4/23/14)

EC6004i / EC6005i
EC6004f/EC6005f
EC6014i/EC6014f
EC6011*
EC7011*
EC7014f
* RDM EC6011 and EC7011 have no modem and require the terminal to have an IP connection to upload
Vx510LE model does not support dual comm (IP) and is limited to a single application
If integrating credit, debit, check and gift/loyalty, terminal must be 4 MB minimum, preferably 6 MB
IP or Dual Comm needed if loading an IP Application
Imagers require an analog phone line for the uploading of images unless uploading via IP.
Vx610 wireless capability is dependent on the SIM card installed and may require a physical analog telephone or IP connection
EC6004i / EC6005i
EC6004f/EC6005f
EC6011*
EC7011*
EC6014i/EC6014f
EC7014f
Security certificates are required before downloading (unless standalone)
Certificates must be provided by the terminal owner (first downloader) before installation can occur
Certificates remain in terminal after clearing, and must be removed by the originator by special process
* RDM EC6011 and EC7011 have no modem and require the terminal to have an IP connection to upload
IP or Dual Comm needed if loading an IP Application
Imagers require an analog phone line for the uploading of images unless uploading via IP.
Vx670 wireless capability is dependent on the SIM card installed and may require a physical analog telephone connection

